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Between December 2017 and February 2018, we identified patients with
documented hypertension in an outpatient setting who were taking at least one
antihypertensive medication. Patients with secondary causes of hypertension or
evidence of end-organ damage were excluded. Following informed consent,
patient views were elicited using the Kear Hypertension Management Instrument
(KHMI), the Motivators of and Barriers to Health-Smart Behaviors Inventory (MBHSBI), and the Stages of Change questionnaire (SOC). Participants were also
provided with a 10-point Likert scale (10-very highly motivated/confident) to rate
their level of motivation and confidence to maintain heart-healthy behaviors. In
order to establish a demographic context, population data was collected from a deidentified database (i2b2). Data are summarized using descriptive statistics for
continuous and categorical variables.
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Hypertension, one of the most common diagnoses in adults, is often difficult to
manage. A combination of medical therapy, patient engagement, and self-care is
required to achieve optimal blood pressure control. We elicited patient views on
lifestyle factors that are known to influence management of hypertension.
A total of 55, 714 patients sought outpatient care for essential hypertension in
consideration of exclusion criteria (defined below) at Truman Medical Center –
Hospital Hill (study hospital) between October 2012 to present. Of this total,
31,251 are female and 24, 442 are male. Among others, 25,188 are African
American and 23,197 are Caucasian. The largest age group is 55-64 year olds with
17, 592 patients and17, 307 patients are above the age of 65.
Our cohort (n=26) numbered 96% African American (n=25) and 85% female (n=22).
Average age of the cohort was 60.81with an average BMI of 36.13.

Kear Hypertension Management Tool
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On a scale of 1-10, how motivated are you to
maintain heart-healthy behaviors?

8.19

On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you that 8.27
you could maintain heart-healthy behaviors if
you wanted to?

On the Kear Hypertension Management Tool, 65% (n=17) reported
either seldom or never forgetting to take medication. Additionally,
58% (n=15) reported following a low salt diet a good bit of the time
or more frequently. Only 38% (n=10) reported exercising as
prescribed and 46% (n=12) reported participating in stress-reducing
activities a good bit of the time or more frequently. Meanwhile, 62%
(n=16), reported never experiencing medication side effects. Only 1
in 13 patients reported financial barriers in obtaining medication all
of the time.
On the MB-HSBI, 58% (n=15) patients shared being highly motivated
to eat a healthy breakfast and only 13% reported having significant
barriers to do so. However, when asked about motivators for
physical activity, only 42% (n=11) strongly agreed that they needed
to be active because of a medical condition they have. In regards to
barriers to physical activity, 54% (n=14) strongly agreed that a
medical condition prevents them from being more physically active.
The Stages of Change questionnaire revealed 92% (n=24) of patients
saying they are thinking about implementing heart-healthy
behaviors soon. When asked to rate motivation to maintain
behaviors on the 10-point scale, the median=9 and IQR=4. For
confidence in maintaining these behaviors, the median=9 and
IQR=4.

Conclusions
We found that in a safety-net outpatient care setting, patients with
documented hypertension were highly motivated to pursue healthy
lifestyle behaviors with a surprisingly low prevalence of financial
barriers to medication access. However, self-reported access to and
awareness of physical activity and stress management options are
less encouraging and warrant attention. Further analyses are
planned to elucidate the relationship of these patient perceptions
with temporal change in clinical outcomes including blood pressure
control.
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